
Memo sur les règles pour compétiteur F-Class 
 

1- Est-ce permis d’avoir une partie des pieds du support 
avant engagée dans le sol en plus des crampons? 
Tout ce qui entre dans le sol à plus de 50mm est interdit 
F2.20. The F/O rest(s) or base(s) for each front rest may have up to three “feet”. 
Each such “foot” may terminate in a spike, which may be pressed into the ground 
by up to 50mm (about 2”) provided this causes no significant permanent harm or 
indentation to the firing point.  
F2.20.1. The F/TR bipod may have up to two “feet”. Each such “foot” may 
terminate in a  
spike, which may be pressed into the ground by up to 50mm (about 2”) provided  
this causes no significant permanent harm or indentation to the firing point. A  
“ski” facilitating free recoil is also permitted. 
 

2- Est-ce permis d’enlever du gazon pour se créer des 
pistes dans la terre avec son bipied? 
Il est interdit d’endommager le pas de tir et interdit d’utiliser un mécanisme 
quelconque de retour à la visée.  Vous pouvez utiliser le gazon pour 
retenir le bipied lors de la charge de celui-ci, mais sans enlever le gazon. 
F2.16. The F/TR rifle bipod and rear bag may not provide a positive mechanical 
method for returning the rifle to its point of aim for the previous shot. The rifle, 
bipod or rear rest may, however, incorporate an integral mechanism for raising 
and lowering either the butt or foreend provided that it does not contravene rule 
F2.3. above. 
 

3- Est-ce permit d’utiliser des crampons au sac, ou 
support arrière? 
Aucun crampon permis à l’arrière, seulement en avant.  Rien ne dois 
pénétrer dans le sol, au sac, ou support arrière, mais on peut utiliser un 
plateau pour mettre à niveau et il peut avoir des rebords pour empêcher le 
sac de ballotter.  Mais ce plateau ne doit pas pénétrer le sol. 
F2.19. Any number and type of object(s) (of any material) may be placed beneath 
each rest to compensate for variations in the height, slope or surface of the firing 
point, also beneath and around any rear sandbag or beanbag to reduce its 
rolling, but such objects may not touch the rifle fore-end or butt. 
F2.14.  …No more than two rests may be used to support the rifle. If two rests  
are employed, they may not be attached to each other… 
 



Memo on Rule for F-Class Competitor 
 

1- Is it allow to get front spike and partial foot in the 
ground? 
Anything going into the ground more than 50mm is forbidden   
 
F2.20. The F/O rest(s) or base(s) for each front rest may have up to three “feet”. 
Each such “foot” may terminate in a spike, which may be pressed into the ground 
by up to 50mm (about 2”) provided this causes no significant permanent harm or 
indentation to the firing point.  
F2.20.1. The F/TR bipod may have up to two “feet”. Each such “foot” may 
terminate in a  
spike, which may be pressed into the ground by up to 50mm (about 2”) provided  
this causes no significant permanent harm or indentation to the firing point. A  
“ski” facilitating free recoil is also permitted. 
 

2- Is it allowed to create a track with the bipod skis by 
removing grass? 
It is forbidden to permanently harm or indent the firing line and it is not 
allow to use some kind of return to aim mechanism, so two track in the 
ground would be forbidden.  But you can use grass as preload stopper 
without removing it. 
 
F2.16. The F/TR rifle bipod and rear bag may not provide a positive mechanical 
method for returning the rifle to its point of aim for the previous shot. The rifle, 
bipod or rear rest may, however, incorporate an integral mechanism for raising 
and lowering either the butt or foreend provided that it does not contravene rule 
F2.3. above. 
 

3- Is it allow to use spike on rear bag? 
It is only allowed in front rest, no rear bag nor rear rest is allowed to have 
spike, but you can use some sort of levelling spacer and it can have edge 
to prevent the rear bag to roll.  Nothing into the ground.  In F/O, to get both 
front and rear rest spiked to the ground would create a one piece bench 
rest using the ground for link.  
F2.19. Any number and type of object(s) (of any material) may be placed beneath 
each rest to compensate for variations in the height, slope or surface of the firing 
point, also beneath and around any rear sandbag or beanbag to reduce its 
rolling, but such objects may not touch the rifle fore-end or butt. 
F2.14.  …No more than two rests may be used to support the rifle. If two rests  
are employed, they may not be attached to each other… 

 
 


